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Amberley Absolutely! What’s it all about? 

Amberley is experiencing significant residential development and growth in its population.  On top of this we are also 

responding to everchanging social, economic, and environmental impacts.  In response Amberley NZ and Amberley 

District Residents Association with support from Hurunui District Council Community Team are engaging with 

Amberley and surrounds residents, as well as anyone in the Hurunui District who sees Amberley as their community of 

interest.  The aim is to initiate a community led project to establish a vision along with do-able projects to enable us to 

march confidently into the future with a town we are all proud of.   This project is called Amberley Absolutely! 

How can you be involved? 

After reading this document you can have your input by coming along to one of the community meetings, attending a 

drop-in, or through the online portal. We have five main themes we are wanting to hear your ideas on. These are 

Spaces and Places, Moving About, Connecting, Support Systems and finally Growing Potential. Details on these themes 

are in this document. 

• Community Meetings – The Tin Shed, Amberley - Thursday 29th September, 1.30pm & 7pm (come to either) 

• Drop-In Chat Forums – Hurunui Memorial Library, Amberley - Monday 26th September, 9am-11am and 2pm to 4pm. 

• Website On-Line Portal – www.amberleynz.nz/amberleyabsolutely 

We want to send you the details of our findings and keep you informed. Those who complete the survey and give us 

their email address and location will go in the draw for a night in the stunning PurePod at Greystone Vineyard.  Go to 

https://www.purepods.com/location/greystone/ for more info. 

This is an exciting opportunity for those wanting to make Amberley an even more special place to live.  

Be excited. Be involved. Be hometown proud.    Amberley…Absolutely! 

https://sender3.zohoinsights.com/ck1/2d6f.327230a/002aedf0-274a-11ed-92f1-5254000e3179/c75c69f197769182733ce406009027b29185685a/2?e=P8mY0Tzq%2FwAuXW%2Brry1YThZW0dG7OJzbY2u6UVkiiC14O9mI1SJ2ly3zJxpliAvw
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The Process and Harvesting your Ideas 

This project was launched on Friday 9th September 2022 via our community paper The Hotline and via a video which will feature on 

Community Facebook Pages throughout the Hurunui District.  Also keep an eye and ear out for an article in the North Canterbury News 

and for radio interviews on CompassFM. 

It is about developing a vision for the future for Amberley and we are engaging with residents of Amberley and surrounds and anyone in 

Hurunui District who sees Amberley as their 

community of interest. 

We realise that everyone has their own level of 

comfort for engagement, so we have developed a 

number of different ways for you to chat with us 

and to input your thoughts and ideas.  You can opt 

for face-to-face individually or in a group, or if you 

are good to go after reading this document you 

can simply jump on-line and complete the survey 

in your own space and time.  

• Community Meetings:  The Tin Shed - 

Thursday 29th September, 1.30pm & 7pm 

(come to either) 

• Drop-In Chat Forums:  Hurunui Memorial 

Library, Amberley - Monday 26th 

September, 9am-11am and 2pm to 4pm. 

• Website On-Line Portal – 

www.amberleynz.nz/amberleyabsolutely 
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One of the outputs of the project is to get interested people to form a steering group which represents the diversity of Amberley e.g. 

elderly, youth, new residents, young families, newly retired etc.  This group will be assisted by the HDC Community Team as well as 

AmberleyNZ and the Amberley District Residents Association. The purpose of this steering group will be to work though the feedback 

from the five Themes and to establish priorities and actions.  

What are the five Consultation Themes? 

 

 

 

 

 

Each theme encompasses but is not limited to: 

1. Spaces & Places 

• Parks, Reserves and beautification 

• Places of significance and interest – e.g. Mt Grey, Geological sites 

• Residential and Commercial development  

This theme looks at the aesthetics and growth of the township, and also our outdoor environments that enhance physical and 

mental well-being, and foster social interaction. Deliberate planning should happen to enhance the assets Amberley has and the 

growth that Amberley is experiencing.  What spaces and places do we need in order to thrive?  How accessible should they be? 

What should they look and feel like? 
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2. Moving About 

• Transport and Links  

• State Highway One 

• Cycle and Walkways 

Whether walking, biking, driving a car or taking public or private transportation, 

getting around town and linkages with other communities allows us to 

participate in social, cultural, volunteer and recreational activities, as well as 

enabling us to carry out daily tasks such as working, shopping or going to 

appointments.  What’s working and what’s not?  How could it be better? 

 

3. Connecting 

• Clubs & Organisations, Sports, Leisure Activities 

• Entertainment, Events, Concerts, Cultural, Heritage, History & Public Art 

• Communication 

We have people and groups who have a great variety of skills, knowledge and 

time to contribute to their communities but sometimes don’t know how to engage. With this theme we are wanting to 

encourage a more active and involved community. Through a more cohesive approach we are hoping that members will be, and 

feel, more connected to our community.  How do you want to be kept informed and consulted with?  What would you like to see 

happen?  What would you like to see more or less of? 

 

 

The quote from the 2010 report is 

worth repeating as it is the vision 

for a successful and linked 

community. 

“Community, like any structure, 

must have a framework that 

supports it and gives it physical 

form. Circulation systems, both 

vehicular and pedestrian, are not 

only the essential paths of 

movement, but they are also the 

bones around which the 

organism of the community 

grows.”  
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4. Support Systems 

• Wellbeing – physical, mental, emotional 

• Food Security 

• Waste & Recycling 

• Community Support, Security and Safety. 

Effective community support systems ensure our residents are aware of the 

services that are available and know how to access them. The range of services 

available needs to grow and respond to the needs of a growing and more diverse 

community.  What support do you think we need more of?  What’s working, 

what’s not? 

 

5. Growing Potential 

• Youth Development 

• Harnessing our Human Capital, Entrepreneurship, Social Enterprise, 

Philanthropy 

• Retention of our Current Businesses, Business Development, Tourism. 

This theme is about recognising the factors that can enhance Amberley’s potential and being deliberate in how we nurture 

them. Amberley needs to be a town with a strong spirit and a plan, with community members who are active, passionate and 

committed to making a difference. Their motivation may come from wanting to influence an issue that is big to them but 

ultimately through a cohesive approach and unified plan we will all make a difference. We will be a town with ‘get up and go 

spirit!’  What knowledge, experience or energy can you bring to the community to enable retention, growth and development?  

What are we under utilising?  What businesses and services do we need?  

“Nowadays towns are really not 

so different from businesses, 

they need to keep recreating 

themselves. Not so many years 

ago country towns were subject 

to general trends. They would 

all do well or all do badly. The 

picture is now very uneven. The 

successful towns are likely to be 

driven by people who are 

passionate and creative, who 

see an opportunity and go for 

it. You need communities with a 

bit of get up and go spirit. Some 

have it, some don’t.” - Roy 

Powell 
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Background Information 

As well as responding to everchanging social, economic and environmental issues, 

Amberley has seen unprecedented growth recently with more than eight large 

subdivisions approved in the past two years.   This may increase over the foreseeable 

future. With this growth the face of the town is changing and there is a strong need for a 

cohesive community led vision. This vision process is appropriate for an expanding 

township and so AmberleyNZ and Amberley District Residents Association (ADRA) 

collaborated and begun facilitating the process, through a submission by AmberleyNZ in 

June 2021for the HDC Long Term Plan 2021-2031, and an ADRA Vision Workshop at their 

2021 AGM. 

It needs to be stressed that this is not an ‘official’ vision sanctioned by the Hurunui District 

Council or South Ward Committee. This is a vision that is community led. To that end 

AmberleyNZ and ADRA are the facilitators and drivers of the process and outcomes.  

Amberley is the largest township in the Hurunui District and AmberleyNZ and ADRA 

thought that Amberley needed some love, some energy, and a purposeful direction. We 

want to inspire and activate a positive and exciting future for the Amberley community. 

We want Amberley to be one of New Zealand’s most appealing small country towns with 

an enviable and sustainable lifestyle for all.  

The purpose of this document and project is to create a community-led vision and to 

provide an opportunity for individuals to have a direct input into shaping the future of 

their town. Sustainability is created when we grow and enable leadership within our 

community. 

 

“Successful communities 

recognise that the future is 

something they can build for 

themselves. They take the time 

to develop a vision of the 

future they want, and then use 

a process that helps them to 

achieve their goals. 

Achieving the future you want 

takes hard work. But successful 

communities understand that 

the things they dream about 

will only become real through 

great effort, determination, 

and teamwork.”   

Quote from the New Zealand 

Futures Trust 
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The Initiators and Facilitators 

Amberley NZ 

Amberley NZ is an incorporated society, working towards representing the needs and aspirations of all businesses within the South 

Ward of Hurunui District Council.  Also those involved with commercial and residential development, and the promotion of Amberley.  

AmberleyNZ will do this by being visionary and influencing development towards a positive and sustainable future, as well as foster 

community pride and prosperity by showcasing Amberley and surrounds as a vibrant place to live and work.  It honours Amberley’s 

historic and rural nature as a service town and travellers rest and promotes it to be recognised as a destination for visitors.  AmberleyNZ 

values Integrity, Authenticity, Inclusion, Connection, Diversity and Creativity.  

www.amberleynz.nz     Contact:  Trish Coleman, Chair.  E. info@amberleynz.nz  P: 027 221 8984 

Amberley District Residents Association 

ADRA is an incorporated society for all persons on the Electoral Roll of the South Ward of the Hurunui District Council. The mission of 

the group is to promote the welfare and general progress of Amberley and its district and to encourage and to assist its development as 

a modern well serviced community. ADRA specifically provides effective community-controlled communication media and provides 

channels for community involvement in local government decision making. The Hot Line is an ADRA publication. Surplus funding from 

The Hotline is used in the local community to support non-profit activities. ADRA also assists the community by operating Mollies Place 

as a community hub encouraging volunteers through a reuse store. 

www.facebook.com/groups/327282804738578/       Contact:  Roy Myers, Chair.  E: royjmyers@xtra.co.nz  P: 027 501 0404 

Hurunui District Council Community Partnership Team 

Council’s Community Partnerships Team is all about people and relationships.  We are a friendly ear between Council, agencies and our 

communities.  Roger’s role is to help communities identify their priorities and work alongside to help them achieve it. 

www.hurunui.govt.nz/community/the-community-team      Contact:  Roger Hornblow, E: roger.hornblow@hurunui.govt.nz P: 027 808 5297 

http://www.amberleynz.nz/
mailto:info@amberleynz.nz
http://www.facebook.com/groups/327282804738578/
mailto:royjmyers@xtra.co.nz
http://www.hurunui.govt.nz/community/the-community-team
mailto:roger.hornblow@hurunui.govt.nz
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What is our vision? 

The purpose of this document is to show the structure of the consultation. Our initial vision for Amberley will come out of this 

consultation.   

Indicators of success could look like: 

• Amberley having a strong local identity. 

• Amberley is vibrant and highly valued by our residents, our businesses and our visitors.  

• We capture the passion and imagination of our people by encouraging broad discussions and inclusive community involvement. 

• We formulate and implement strategies with specific priorities and actions. 

• We utilise community members with skills and passion to make a difference in our community. 

To enable this, engagement processes and outcomes need to be impactful, positive, inclusive, authentic and hopefully FUN! 

We want to acknowledge Peter Kenyon and the involvement he has had within our District.  We believe that with inspiration from some 

of Peter’s ideas (https://bankofideas.com.au/resources/) along with our own, we can create an exciting and impactful way to engage, 

capture and harness the wisdom and energy of our community. 

 

Why is there a need to act now? 

They say timing is everything. Recently AmberleyNZ and ADRA felt there was a need to for an Amberley vision and independently started 

working on a process for this.  Collaboration grew out of this joint sense of importance and an urgency to get a vision process 

completed and action happening. When you couple this passion for a vision with the growth Amberley is experiencing then it becomes a 

powerful and urgent combination. Amberley’s growth and the need for a plan is acknowledged. 

 

https://bankofideas.com.au/resources/
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• From HDC website 22 April 2022: 

The Amberley township has seen significant growth with more than eight large subdivisions approved in the past two years. 

Most of the subdivisions are on the east of State Highway 1, three of the largest developments being the Retirement Village at 175 Carters Road 

with 250 units, Oakfields at 21 Hilton Drive with 177 lots and The Clearing at 64 Amberley Beach Road with 125 lots. 

The Retirement Village is divided into 11 stages, all of which have been consented. Development is occurring as a stage-by-stage approach and is 

nearing the end of Stage 1 which includes seven double units, six single units, and a temporary office/facilitates building. 

The Oakfields subdivision is consented through Stages 7 - 11. The building of several houses has commenced with site works currently at Stage 8. 

Chief Strategy and Policy Officer Judith Batchelor said with regular developments happening within the Amberley township and the government's 

proposed Spatial Planning Act, Council is in the early stages of scoping a spatial planning project for the District. 

“The spatial planning process is an opportunity to consider how towns should develop and to ensure growth occurs in a sustainable way 

protecting the environment and providing for the community. Future capacity planning for the required infrastructure is a key component of the 

process.” 

• Press release regarding the Clearing subdivision on 20 December 2021: 

Overwhelming demand for sections at a new master-planned residential community in the North Canterbury township of Amberley has led its 

developers to bring forward the next stage of sites for sale by almost three months. 

• There are evolving aspirations from the influx of new residents 
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How did we get the process going? 

In beginning this process we are wanting to outline and acknowledge that this is a community led vision and as such is done 

independently of any HDC plans and initiatives. However, it is amongst the intentions of the process and associated plan to maximise 

any opportunities to have input and to influence the HDC Long Term Plan projects for the Amberley area.  

It is important to be aspirational and to aim high, but it is equally as important to be pragmatic about our sphere of influence. The quote 

from the NZ Futures Trust referenced earlier talks about… ‘understanding that the things they dream about will only become real 

through great effort, determination and teamwork.’ This involves strategic relationships and alliances with community members 

who see the potential and specialness that the Amberley area has to its residents, businesses and visitors.  

To kick start this project it was decided it was important to look back before we could begin to look forward.  Going back as far as 2005, 

Hurunui District Council had commissioned three significant documents by consultants in relation to the future development of 

Amberley.  In April 2022, AmberleyNZ and ADRA brought together the following small Working Group to undertake a review of these 

past and significant documents:  

• Bruce Yates  Past HDC Engineer and long-time Amberley resident. 

• Garry Jackson  Past Hurunui Mayor and Amberley resident. 

• Gwyn Williams Wine growers Association and Amberley resident. 

• Jo Retallick  Been involved in many Amberley groups and long-time Amberley resident. 

• Kelly Scanlan  Pre-School leader and long-time Amberley resident. 

• Roy Myers  Chairperson of ADRA. 

• Sally MacDonald Business owner and long-time Amberley resident. 

• Trish Coleman AmberleyNZ, Business owner and long-time Amberley resident. 

• Roger Hornblow  HDC Community Partnership team. 

 

This group read and analyzed the 2005, 2007 and 2010 reports which are outlined and summarised below.  These plans in their entirety 

are available to read at the Hurunui Memorial Library, Amberley and also on the AmberleyNZ website 

www.amberleynz.nz/amberleyabsolutely 

http://www.amberleynz.nz/amberleyabsolutely
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Past reviews and documents on the development of Amberley 

 

2005 Amberley Concept Development Plan 

This 38 page plan was the outcome of extensive consultation with the Amberley 

Community, including local groups, young people and open public meetings. It was 

subsequently endorsed by the Amberley Ward Committee and the Council. 

The plan looks forward from 2005 to 2025 presenting a community-based vision of how 

Amberley could be improved and how it should meet the anticipated needs of the future. 

The plan is the reference point for the subsequent concept plans of 2007 and 2010. 

This plan has helped to shape Amberley as it is today and many of its projections have 

materialised but there are also areas of the plan which although still desirable have not become a reality. 

The report focuses on Priority Projects, beginning with the zoning of the town, its residential character and the commercial areas. The 

role of the main road is looked at as both an asset and a problem. The Pavilion (Tin Shed) gets some attention as the principal 

community hall in the town. The report looks at current facilities and makes proposals about townscaping, including public art, 

walkways and green spaces. The report suggests that Amberley needs a theme and branding based on the positive aspects of the town 

geographically, economically and as a lifestyle centre. It proposes relocating the Boer War memorial. It comments that the swimming 

pool is the community’s greatest asset or a millstone, depending on who you talk to. It identifies the need for a youth centre along with a 

community centre and a visitor information centre. 

As lower priorities it suggests public transport, a Community Liaison/ Youth Worker, Festivals and community events and design 

standards for the town. 

The plan highlights a Decisions / Implementation Plan against key projects indicating the Council response to suggestions in the plan 

and identifying where the responsibility for the implementation of decisions lay. 
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2007 Amberley Town Concept – a landscape character study 

This document was prepared by Graham Densem Landscape Architect and was 

commissioned by Amberley Ward Committee and the Council. 

It is a comprehensive examination of Amberley’s historical development from 1864 as a 

rural service town focused on the railway through to its orientation to road transport and its 

position on State Highway 1. The report proceeds to look at the character of the town in 

2007 – describing it as a small but growing rural service town at the northern limit of the 

Christchurch commuter belt. 

The report draws on the vision presented in the 2005 plan as a community-based vision. It continues to make proposal for the rezoning 

of development in the town around 8 themes: Rural Residential, Industrial, Business, Residential, New Residential, Urban Boundary and 

New Business Zone. The plan looks in detail at current residential housing and street character. The report recommends a minimum 

residential section of 600 – 800 square metres. In the inner area housing, the plan suggests 10% to 15% of housing could be higher 

density on smaller sections with easy access to shops and facilities around the main street. The report notes that Amberley’s streets are 

a key asset of the town’s ambience and should be preserved. It continues to talk about achieving a coherent pattern of streets, avoiding 

too many cul-de-sacs and providing links between areas of the town. 

There is an examination of the commercial areas and the effect of the main road dissecting the town on its character. The report sees 

the main street as being “the jewel in the crown” because it is 40 metres wide which offers space for trees to enhance its appearance. 

Markham Street comes in for special attention and it is recommended that the Council investigate creating “a small town, locally 

oriented retail enclave” there. 

The plan identifies the natural character of Amberley with views to surrounding hills which need to be preserved in the location of 

housing development to maintain “a feeling of naturalness”. 

The plan closes with a look at expansion of the town and a return to the zoning areas identified earlier in the plan. 
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2010 Amberley Urban Design Assessment Volumes 1 and 2 

This plan was prepared by N.M. Associates, Architects and Planners  

Although titled “Amberley town centre main street entrance and exit upgrade” it extends to a 

comprehensive analysis of the town and makes proposals for the wider development of the 

town in two timeframes 2012 and 2025. It has detailed explanations of concepts associated 

with town planning and is supported by drawings in Volume 2 of the assessment. 

The brief was to prepare a “forward masterplan for Amberley (to 2025) incorporating a strong 

identifiable town centre and streetscape entrance and exit enhancements”  

This practice researched local history including Māori and European settlement of the area. They consulted with Council Members, staff 

and the NZTA. They refer to the 2005 and 2007 Concept Plans as well as Plan Change 13 to the Hurunui District Plan. 

They comment that a town has an underlying framework that enables people to live, work and interact and access shops and services. It 

continues to assert that Amberley generally lacks an easily “interpreted hierarchy of types of feature/building blocks” and that this lack 

of cohesion was a key factor in their design assessment. 

The report looks at several “design opportunities” building on the town’s existing character and location and the dominant role of a State 

Highway running through the town. There are then a number of short-term proposals (the 2012 timeframe) for enhancement, some of 

which have been realised and are present today like the entry signs, landscaping and Hurunui Walkway. 

The longer term vision (to 2025) proposes an “expanded town center locale, additions to Chamberlain Park and further enhancements 

to Markham Street/ northern entrance areas.” 

A quote from this report states, “Community, like any structure, must have a framework that supports it and gives it physical 

form. Circulation systems, both vehicular and pedestrian, are not only the essential paths of movement, they are the bones, if 

you will, around which the organism of the community grows” 
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What are the Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats of Amberley? 

Another output from the Working Group was the formation of a draft SWOT Analysis.  It is important to note that this SWOT is a living 

list and will be reviewed and enhanced throughout the project.  

 

Strengths: 

- Proximity to NZ’s second largest city Christchurch and International Airport, as well as Rangiora and Kaiapoi. 

- Small town connection and rural feel. 

- Natural assets – Mount Grey & Lake Janet, Dock Creek 

- Beaches – Amberley, Leithfield, Ashworths 

- Rivers – Kowai and Waipara 

- Geological interests – Waipara Gorge. 

- Chamberlain Park, Cob Cottage, Chinese Bridge, Bird Avery. 

- Amberley Domain and Sports Facilities – Swimming Pool. 

- Public Art – Charles Upham, Grandmothers, Murals. 

- Markham Street – historic and quaint. 

- Kowhai Archives – strong founding history. 

- Heritage Trail. 

- Hurunui Cycle Trails. 

- Proximity to ocean and mountains. 

- Fishing, walking, tramping, hunting, horse trekking and other outdoor pursuits. 

- Amberley Golf Course. 

- Civic Offices. 

- Medical Centre and Schools 

- Library – free wifi. 

- Hotline offering good community information and connection points. 

- Lions Club and service organisations. 

- Long list of local Legends and Champions. 

- High Quality Food Production – lamb, beef, diary, vegetables and other fresh produce. 
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- North Canterbury Wine Region. 

- Amberley Farmers Market and Craft Market. 

- Countdown Supermarket and Amberley Fruit & Vege. 

- Vibrant cafés & winery restaurants. 

- High quality retail stores. 

- A good range of quality businesses, many long standing. 

- Accommodation & Farm Stays. 

- Events – Amberley A&P Show, Christmas Fete, Hurunui Garden Festival, Rock’N’Wheels, Amberley Beach Surf Casting 

Competition, Hurunui Arts Showcase, Markham Street Festival and Christmas Market. 

- Gardens. 

- Strong history of Recycling – was leading New Zealand in sustainable recycling. 

- State Highway One – 40 metre wide carriage is unique. 

- SHWY1 and SHWY7 motorists equates to millions each year. Part of the top of the south loop. 

- Last major shopping centre heading north. 

- Petrol and electric charging stations. 

- A lot of infrastructure improvements and projects have been achieved since 2005 (stalled by earthquakes and Covid 19). 

- Real people and a ‘real feel’ experience. People appreciate Amberley’s authenticity. 

Weaknesses: 

- Amberley is seen as a ‘through town’. 

- Large number of residents commuting which could limit their civic participation. 

- Some locals not shopping locally – Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Christchurch seen to offer more choice, as well as on-line shopping. 

- Lack of ‘connection’ within the community. 

- Many groups but little cohesion. 

- Business community splintered and not fully connected. 

- Lack of support for mental health. 

- No High School to connect with Hurunui Youth Group and to capture youthful talent and effort.  

- SHWY1 getting busier – causing problems for aged pedestrians and traffic moving around township e.g. Markham & Douglas 

Street intersections. 
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- No development of town centre connecting shopping precincts. 

- Retail areas fragmented and spread out. 

- Town not connected with walking and cycle tracks. 

- Not all proposed new roads between subdivisions are developed which will link the township. 

- Cul-de-sacs still being used in subdivisions. 

- No strategic relationship with adjoining townships and areas. 

Opportunities: 

- Aim to be ‘A Great Small Town of New Zealand’ – What do we value and what do we want to protect? 

- Foster philanthropy, investment, entrepreneurship, social enterprises. 

- Activate the community, seek out its potential and get some action happening. 

- Gain a clear picture of Amberley’s current identity and makeup, and sense of place within Canterbury – Statistics. 

- Encourage development of infrastructure to support activities related to well-being e.g. walkways/cycleways. 

- Sports Clubs – understand their problems and support them more. 

- Cycle theme – stands and tool stations. 

- Develop Amberley’s connection to the sea - via walking/cycling track to Amberley Beach. 

- Railway landing platform. 

- Museum/Heritage/Vintage/Rural experience. 

- More art installations and cultural events. 

- Beautification of town centre along SHWY corridor to inspire motorists to stop. 

- I-Site for Visitors. 

- Create 1, 2 and 3 day itineraries used to promote the town as a place to stay. 

- Create spaces for connection to happen – particularly for youth, young families, seniors. 

- Engage more with Council and South Ward Committee. 

- Outdoor movie theatre – Amberley Domain. 

- Food Co-op providing consistent supply of locally grown produce. 

- Slow motorists down – roundabout?? 

- Strengthen relationships with adjoining promotion groups – Waipara, Rangiora etc. 

- Local Government Elections – opportunity for representation. 
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Threats: 

- No activation or drive towards planning for our future. 

- There could be a lack of belief that we can make a difference.  

- Potential for further closure of businesses due to lack of patronage. 

- The debt carried by South Ward can be a threat against development. 

- Population increasing faster than infrastructure development. 

- Climate Change effects on coast and coastal residents. 

- Drought effecting farming economy and food production. 

- Adverse events – earthquake and flooding. 

- Covid 19 and further pandemics. 
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Amberley’s Demographics 

 

 

       

  

Amberley has been a ‘best kept secret’ for a while, but the secret is now 

out and many New Zealanders are moving here for affordability and 

lifestyle reasons. Amberley was in Westpac banks “Best places in New 

Zealand to move to: Our pick of 5 future hotspots” (June 2021). There are 

Press articles about Aucklanders who have moved to Amberley 

(December 04, 2021) and so the word is out and the demand for local 

subdivisions increases. 

There is a strong need for the planning and vision to consider the 

demographics of Amberley with 33% over 65 years. 

Amberley is not very culturally diverse but is becoming more so.  It is 

interesting to note that in 2018 there were 12,558 people living in the 

Hurunui (NZ Census 2018) of which 1,074 are Moari (8.5%). According to 

the same data the Hurunui population is growing by approximately 200 

people a year of which 40 are Māori. Māori are quite a significant 

percentage of new people coming into the Hurunui.  
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What are some recent figures and statistics? 

Sum of Dwelling Consents Issued 

Year Amberley East Urban Amberley West Urban 

1993 5 4 

1994 3 1 

1995 10 4 

1996 5 2 

1997 6 14 

1998 3 6 

1999 3 9 

2000 2 2 

2001 4 3 

2002 8 8 

2003 4 5 

2004 11 23 

2005 24 12 

2006 4 5 

2007 11 12 

2008 5 7 

2009  10 

2010 5 7 

2011 3 5 

2012 31 23 

2013 21 23 

2014 20 29 

2015 22 14 

2016 25 16 

2017 33 13 

2018 20 8 

2019 37 3 

2020 49 8 

2021 73 13 

2022 (so far) 38 8 

Grand Total 485 297 
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A message from our supporter PurePods 

We are proud to be involved with the Amberley Community Project 

and support the region in which our Greystone PurePod thrives. With 

the Teviotdale Hills behind and views up the Waipara Valley across to 

the Southern Alps, the Greystone PurePod which sits high above the 

vineyards provides a beautiful setting for you to immerse yourself in 

your own private slice of the New Zealand landscape. This is an 

unforgettable experience.  

The PurePod is an eco-friendly glass cabin that has all the facilities you 

require including a fabulous shower, flush toilet, crisp linen, cooking 

and eating equipment including a gas hob and barbeque, as well as an 

assortment of games, local reference books, a telescope and a whole 

lot of nothing to do! Relaxation is a must-do activity! Enjoy the luxury 

camp chairs out on the deck, or laze about in the super comfortable 

bed and watch nature put on a show.  

 

Location page link  

https://www.purepods.com/location/greystone/  

Contact email: reservations@purepods.com  

 

 

 

 

https://sender3.zohoinsights.com/ck1/2d6f.327230a/002aedf0-274a-11ed-92f1-5254000e3179/c75c69f197769182733ce406009027b29185685a/2?e=P8mY0Tzq%2FwAuXW%2Brry1YThZW0dG7OJzbY2u6UVkiiC14O9mI1SJ2ly3zJxpliAvw
mailto:reservations@purepods.com
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About the Logo 

 

The logo for this project was created by local 

graphic designer, Laura Paton.  

The green top of the strongly formed A 

represents Mt. Grey (Maukatere) arising out of 

the blue sweeping Kowai River, which is also 

influenced by the prevalent Nor'West wind. 

Blue has long been a colour aligned with 

Amberley.  Blue and white were the colours of 

early Kowai sports teams, which evolved into 

blue and black for Amberley rugby, and dark 

blue and light blue for netball.  

 


